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Letter from the Managing Editor
Abstract
Letter from the managing editor on the relaunch of Eleutheria. Thanks to Chad Thornhill, Barbara Potts,
Elizabeth Lust, ADS, Leo Percer, Nikki Wilkins, Troy Temple, Jack Carson, Ronnie Campbell, TJ Gentry,
Aaron Malbuff, and Sherene Khouri.
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It is my honor and privilege to be relaunching Eleutheria for the spring
issue of 2021. First, I want to thank everyone who helped make the relaunch
successful: Chad Thornhill for entrusting me with this project, Barbara Potts for
her continual library communications expertise, Elizabeth Lust and Analytics &
Decisions Support (ADS) for their technological helps in developing reviewer
training, Leo Percer for his networking aid and guidance, Nikki Wilkins and Troy
Temple for their approval and support of the relaunch, Jack Carson for his
marketing expertise and approvals, Ronnie Campbell for his ongoing guidance
and mentorship, the editors (TJ Gentry, Aaron Malbuff, and Sherene Khouri) for
their encouragement, initiative, and strategic decision-making, and finally, our
peer-reviewers—the boots on the ground who implemented scholarly and
ministerial interventions in the intellectual lives of our authors.
This issue’s theme is “Unity in Christ.” As Edward John Carnell said,
“Christian unity is deceptively simple. Even a junior in seminary can define it. It
is a fellowship of those who are spiritually joined with Christ in His life, death,
and resurrection.”1 Yet, our moral intuitions on unity are often sophomoric and
focused more on our in-group than reality. “More like a politician searching for
votes than a scientist searching for truth,” as Jonathan Haidt puts it.2 Thus, we
guard our biases with double-blinds and peer-reviews—and other controls that
prevent confounders—to find something objective and transcendent. At
Eleutheria, we find this, at the highest explanatory level, to be Jesus. Christ’s
exclusive acts had ecumenical and equalizing implications. We are all strange
bedfellows when searching for the common good. But that does not mean
sacrificing our own convictions. We chose the theme to let the authors draw out
these implications, especially in our current divisive political climate and
fragmenting culture. Though we may disagree in conclusions and even
foundational methods, we hope that this issue, and those following, demonstrate
the LORD as a unifying ground of being, knowledge, and ethics.
David Ochabski, Managing Editor
John W. Rawlings School of Divinity
Liberty University
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